assumptions. On the other hand, with SEJ, insight into the sources of uncertainty must come from the experts’ rationales, so expert-informed modelling yields more quantitative insight. Is structured expert judgment science? Well, experts’ performances are measured with standard statistical tools of hypothesis testing, based on their assessments of variables from their field to which answers are known post hoc. In this very real sense, the results of an SEJ are falsifiable, and are sometimes falsified. But the alternative approach means ignoring effects we cannot competently model, is this better science? SEJ is for quantifying uncertainty, not removing it. For that we must take measurements.
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Seeing is believing

Or do we see something, because we believe it? Evidence suggests that personal experience is more likely to influence Americans with no strong beliefs about climate change than those with firm beliefs.

Elke U. Weber

Most people will start suspecting that a coin is not fair if it overwhelmingly comes up ‘heads’ in toss after toss. The fact that the public in the USA or UK is less likely to believe in a changing climate than climate scientists has been attributed to the abstract statistical nature of climate change, making it a phenomenon difficult to ‘see’. This would suggest that belief, together with willingness to mitigate, will increase if and when the public personally experiences the manifestations of climate change — a prediction that has received some support. Alternative explanations of such results turn the connection between personal experience and climate change belief around, suggesting that stronger beliefs in climate change may make it more likely that people will look for — and thus see — evidence supporting it. Writing in this issue of Nature Climate Change, Teresa Myers and colleagues find evidence supporting both of these processes, albeit in different segments of the public.

Beliefs do and should change with disconfirming evidence, quickly when initial beliefs are weak and more slowly when beliefs are deeply held. Physical evidence should bring about convergence in conflicting beliefs on scientific issues, but when it comes to the public’s belief in climate change, polling results show a divergence rather than convergence in beliefs over time. This suggests that a basic assumption of belief-updating models — that evidence presents itself to everyone identically, regardless of beliefs, and that it is interpreted identically by everyone — may not hold.

What seems to happen instead is that people are motivated by their beliefs to selectively seek out evidence and to process it in a manner favourable to their existing beliefs. Myers et al.3 provide several examples of such ‘motivated cognition’, where political ideology was a stronger predictor of climate change beliefs than detectable temperature variations. Weber and Sonka showed that prior beliefs not only lead to biased predictions about the future, but also to biased memories of past events, in this case memories by Illinois farmers about temperature and rainfall patterns in previous years.

In a world where available information and evidence far exceeds the finite processing capacity of decision-makers who are thus only ‘boundedly rational’, attention is a scarce resource that needs to be carefully allocated. Although logic argues for a focus on evidence that may change existing beliefs, the need for confidence and assurance argues for looking at evidence that confirms our beliefs.

Myers and colleagues provide evidence for both of these processes, using a longitudinal data set to help them distinguish between evidence-based belief revision and belief-motivated perception. Previous reports that personal experience of climate change impacts seems to increase people’s belief in climate change have been based on correlations between self-reports of personal experience and of belief certainty, typically collected in the same survey. Correlations do not imply causation, making it equally likely that: (1) personal experience with climate change manifestations (in the form of droughts, floods or other extreme events attributed in their increased frequency
or intensity to climate change) gave rise to increased belief certainty, or (2) greater belief certainty made reports of personal experience with climate change more likely. Myers et al. refer to this as the chicken-or-egg question (which one came first?) and address it by collecting data about both personal experience and belief certainty at two different points in time, about 20 months apart, from the same set of American respondents. Causation involves a temporal order where the cause precedes the effect. Their lagged model allows them to test whether personal experience at Time 1 was the cause of belief certainty at Time 2 (evidence-based belief revision) or whether belief certainty at Time 1 was the cause of personal experience reports at Time 2 (belief-motivated perception). The full population of respondents to the survey yielded evidence for both.

In their article the authors refer to the Global Warming’s Six Americas®, an audience segmentation analysis that clustered the public into: Alarmed, Concerned, Cautious, Disengaged, Doubtful and Dismissive about climate change. Based on answers to different questions, they group their respondents into two broad categories: (1) those ‘highly engaged’ with the issue of climate change, falling either into the Alarmed or the Dismissive group, each strongly convinced of their belief or disbelief in climate change (showing belief-motivated perceptions); and (2) those falling into any of the intermediate groups — the Concerned, Cautious, Disengaged, and Doubtful — who are ‘less engaged’ with the issue and less committed to their belief or disbelief in climate change (showing evidence-based belief revision). This is an important result, though I would argue that the strength of pre-existing beliefs or disbeliefs (climate change deniers or alarmists) to moderate their views, such efforts may be wasted or even counter-productive. Beliefs (at both ends of the spectrum) that are held with high confidence and strongly associated with political ideology and worldviews become hard to assail with empirical evidence, as belief holders selectively seek (or avoid) information and interpret it in belief-consistent ways.

On the other hand, for those not yet fully committed to a position on climate change, personal experience is a powerful teacher, in part because such lessons are vivid and memorable and also because people look for highly trusted sources of information in ideologically-charged controversies. As the adage that forms the title above suggests, we see ourselves and our own eyes as trusted sources, making it important to translate scientific insights about the occurrence and speed of climate change into local lessons that are accessible to and involve our five senses.

The work by Myers and colleagues provides a compelling explanation for why climate change beliefs held by the public have become more polarized over time, rather than converging to the scientific level of evidence-based belief. At the same time, the researchers find support for the effect of personal experience, thus sustaining place-based local education efforts.